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*** 

The recent successful Russian attacks against strategic Ukrainian targets made clear the
reality that was already reported by many military experts: the Ukrainian air defense is
 vulnerable. Despite all the Western aid and the incessant delivery of weapons, Kiev seems
unable to improve its defense system, continuing to be an easy target for Russia’s incisive
combat actions. Tracking and shooting down Russian missiles and drones has become a
difficult  work  for  Ukrainian  forces,  which  are  still  failing  to  stop  Russian  weapons  from
reaching  their  targets.

However, this news coexists with Western-Ukrainian propaganda that Russian hypersonic
missiles are being shot down by Kiev. Although mainstream media outlets support the
Ukrainian narrative, in recent months these same newspapers have reported the weakness
of the regime’s armed forces on several occasions, therefore there is a contradiction in data.

For example, in March, experts pointed out in an article published in The Washington Post
that Kiev was suffering from a severe shortage of ammunition for its air defense systems. At
the time, analysts said that Ukrainian forces could become absolutely unable to protect their
airspace against Russian missiles and UAVs, leaving military facilities “open” to enemy
attacks. Experts also warned at the time of the serious lack of qualified military personnel,
stating that most of the experienced Ukrainian military had already been neutralized in the
first year of the operation, leaving now few able soldiers to manage the country’s defense
systems.

Even  more  pessimistic  forecasts  were  exposed  by  the  Financial  Times,  which  also
commented on the critical situation of the Ukrainian air defense, even claiming that the
military capacity of this sector will be completely until late May. Experts have warned that
the number of anti-missiles launched to intercept a Russian attack is usually double the
number of Russian missiles or drones, in order to increase the chances of success. A side
effect of this is to overspend artillery ammunition, accelerating depletion.
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“[…]  Officials  said  the  continuing  need  to  defend  against  Russian  missile  and  drone
attacks had systematically depleted Ukraine’s stockpiles — a warning backed up by US
intelligence documents leaked online this spring that suggested Kyiv might run out of
ammunition for five critical  air  defence systems. According to documents reviewed by
the Financial Times, the US assessed in late February that Ukraine’s ability to protect its
troops on the front lines would be ‘completely reduced’ by May 23”, the Financial Times
articles reads.

Forbes also reported on the Ukrainian situation. In an article published on the site in April,
experts said the imminent shortage of missiles was the main problem for Ukraine’s air
defense. At the time, it was warned that, in addition to having dozens of their systems
destroyed by Russian attacks,  the Ukrainians  would  also  be suffering from the absence of
9M38 Buk missiles. This equipment is produced in Russia, with Ukrainian stocks remaining
from Soviet  times.  The depletion of  these missiles,  therefore,  becomes an even more
worrying  issue  because  Kiev’s  sponsors  do  not  manufacture  this  weapon,  which  is
compatible with the Soviet-era Buk systems that Ukraine has.

One solution found was the American supply of  Raytheon RIM-7 Sea Sparrows,  which,
although  different,  use  the  same  radar  guidance  as  the  9M38.  With  proper  technical
adaptations,  these  American  weapons  could  be  launched  using  Soviet  Buk  systems.
However, despite promises started in January, so far Washington has not been able to
organize  a  program of  constant  supply  of  Raytheon RIM-7 Sea Sparrow missiles,  thus
preventing Kiev’s air defense from being re-established. Furthermore, the need for technical
handling  and  adaptation  of  these  weapons  to  Soviet  systems  could  be  a  problem,
considering  the  lack  of  qualified military  personnel,  as  pointed out  by  the  Post.  With  that,
Ukraine’s hopes for recovery become even more complicated.

Another big outlet commenting on this problem was Deutsche Welle, which in an article
published on April 22 made it clear that Ukraine is not capable of shooting down Russian
guided bombs, being vulnerable to the air operations of Moscow’s forces. The newspaper at
the time interviewed the representative of the Air Force of Ukraine, Yuri Ignat, who said that
the systems used by his troops were not able to shoot down Russian equipment, with the
need to receive new, more modern and efficient systems from the West.

As well known, most of the Western media is extremely biased and propagandistic in its
narrative of the conflict, always trying to make it seem like Kiev has the advantage over the
Russians. When something negative for the regime is communicated, it is because there
really is no way to ignore the situation and it becomes more convenient to report it in order
to seek improvements – perhaps trying to pressure western authorities to send more help to
change the scenario. This seems to have been the case in recent months regarding the
Ukrainian air defense.

However, now the media work has again been “optimistic” about the Ukrainian defense.
Media outlets repeated the regime’s propaganda that several Russian “Kinzhal” hypersonic
missiles were shot down by Ukrainian troops. In addition to no evidence of this being given,
the narrative also contradicts everything that had been reported by the Western media
(citing Ukrainian sources) in recent months, that the country’s air defenses were close to
being disabled.

This contradictory information shows once again how the western media has been spreading
lies about the conflict.  Either the Ukrainian air  defense is  close to collapse,  or  it  is  able to
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shoot down “Kinzhal” missiles – there is no way to join both narratives. And the recent
successful Russian air strikes across the conflict zone, neutralizing several strategic targets,
already makes clear what is the correct information.
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